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lwishwkeis^^
of a lot to do with the poore quantlvely speakingB response

"VhE letter column in this is 
I sue — th® first time such 

a column has appeared here
— Is, if I may be permitted 
the expression, pretty piss 
poorB While this may Bit the 
title of the magazine, I’d 
like to take the space her® to 
a&y that It Will Not Happen 
Again^ and to explain why it 
shall not®

Bob Lichtman came thru 
with a trufine letter *- and 
there are four other passable 
responses5 five, if I can fi
gure a way to work in Harry 
Warner Jr’s late, but other® 
wise fine, letter0

I sent out 25 copies of 
the last PRA (outside of FAPA, 
that is)9 40 extra copies of 
#10e 40 copies of 90 co® 
plea of #9. The fact that 1 
had not previously sent out 
extra copies of PRAe and that 
I had never had a letter co® 
lumn here, may have had a hell

receivedo
I like to know whether people are reading my fanzines, or 

noto That isn when they’re readablec I doo
So forthwith (which is a pretty fancy word. I'm sure you 

will agree) the folio-wing policy goes into effect for non- 
FAPAns: I will send 20 extra copies to the first 20 wlers and 
others to friends and contributors. Those who respond — with 
a fanzine0 a letterp or even just a 11’1 ol6 poctsarcd, — will 
continue to receive itc Those who don’t, won8t<»
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editorial (continued) 4

Sometimes* if I don’t watch myself real carefully* I find 
that I feel just exactly like Holden Caufield© I really do© I 
m®anp I feel just like I could think up about twelve million, 
things that really give me a case of the running gripes© Little 
things* aggrevating thingsg mini6cule8 microscopies infuriating 
thingsa If you know what I mean© I mean, I really could©

Take,-, just for a grubby ’for instance9 9 coffee.,
Nwe it used to be that you drank coffee to keep awake© I 

meane if you were ^oing somewhere — say, driving yourself — 
and all of a sudden you felt pretty goddamn sleepy", or^soraething 
like that, then all you had to do was to pulTwe hell over at 
some way-side restaurant and get a cup of coffee,. You drink the 
coffees because the damn caffin® in it stimulate the hell out of 
youg it goes right out to your nerve ends and really lets you 
know that you’re alive and awake© That’s what the hell it does©

I’d be willing to bet that if it hadn’t been for coffee, 
there would have been a hell of a lot more dead truck drivers * 
(Amoung other thingso) They would have fallen asleep at th® 
wheels of their trucks and cracked upo They would have been 
splattered all over the road, all messy and gory and everything,.

But coffee kept them alive? kept them from splattering all 
over the road and getting all messy & etc© Coffee kept them a- 
wake©

In facte now that I think it over, Isd even be able to bet 
that coffee has saved more lives than Superman and Captain Mar
ble and Batman combined * I really would©

But these dayse they’ve taken the oaffine out of coffee© 
People wntto be able to drink it and be able to go to sleep 
right after that© Which is pretty damn silly,, if you want to 
know the truths It’s about as silly as taking the alchhol out 
of such horrible tasting erap as Beer* Gin, and Rum© I mean* 
without the alchohol* nobody would touch ’em© And without the 
caffinee you would think > I mean, you would probably think that 
no one would drink coffees either«

But it just ain’t so© Dammit© For some damn reasan, gomg 
people actually like the taste of coffee© And these people 
want to have their cake and eat it* too© Or, to get out of the 
world of Little Mental Picturea* they want to drink their oof- 
fee and then be able to drop in the goddamn sack right away and 
snore like a bat out of hell©

That’s the whole trouble© You get something like coffee* 
which has prob’ly saved more lives than Supernnan and Captain 
Marble and Batman combined# and people just want to go to 
sleep©

It’s disgusting©
It really is©

LOOK WHO’S STEALING FROM BURBLE DEPT08
”’About how many top leaders are there?® Martin asked© ’You 

want to tell us^, sir.® I mean* top leaders© Inner circle©8
(continued on pp 20)
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VADISP

ROCKET

RANGER?

by
Michael L McQuown

Mg! ET me say her* and now that I am not a 
Fan — in any way I am a Science

Fiction Reader, and I have never had any 
particular contact with Fandom before* (Im 
just trying to clear the air before I start,, 
so as not to cause any hard feeling — I don’t 
mind arousing strong feeling,, but I hate to 
be ignored,,) I am neither a Science Fiction 
Collector* I don’t go out of try way to get 
ahold of particular stories or editions of 
SFLit; I just read what I can get, when and 
how I can (although I’ve almost been caught 
occasionally) and I do read other things be
sides SF — the KAPA SUTRA, the Clavicule of 
Solomon, little Albert,, the xRed Book of Appina 
and such as that*

As you may gather, I have a certain in= 
terest in Satanism, witchcraft, and related 
subjects (we used to have a thaumaturgical 
fan society in Salem, Massbut some oppres
sor of minority groups by the name of Mather 
closed it down — he got his on Black Sunday 
several of our witches were from Moravia),. 
Also sex.;. which doesn’t seem to be thick e~ 
nough in SF tor the readers of slicks, 1

~ read Playboy and there’s a great amount of
good c^~to”be found there; but why not when 
they pay the prices they do? I really en

joyed Asimov’s “Playboy and the Slime God/* ’Ikas pretty sharp stuff. 
Anyway, what got me to writing this article was the fact that one of my 

spies went to the Pittcon last year and gave a quite enthusiastic report on 
some of his conversations with various writers, editors, illustrators and such
like, I was especially fascinated with this taped interview with Willy Ley, 
Good thinkstuff,

So, here I sat at Tyndall,, trying to figure a way to gafiate (see, I’m a 
linguist, too — I also speak Russian) when I ran into a fan known as Ricj 
Braun, the Meekon, or one of the Wandering IAS’S.

Within the first ten minutes of talking SF, the name Bjo comes into the 
conversation Now this is not the first time 1 have run into the name My 
spy at the Pittcon was telling me about self-same type; also movie shown along 
with -'The Mesquite Kid Rides Again.,’ the Genie bit — you know, "Make me a Mar 
tini." anyway Icm starting to realize there is more to Fandom than merely the 
idiocy of superannuated adolescence and retarded Halloweaemsm0 There is also
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bootiful weemin and sources of information I might be able to tap© Besides, 
IBm one of these people who has a bone to pick with the world and I believe 
there are kindred spirits to be found behind the Mick Rogers masks©

For instance, I am particularly fond of good (I cannot emphasize the word 
too strongly) SF and Fantasy Films, i©e«© ’The Terror 01 Dracula,• ’The^Lurse 
of the Werewolf-’ “The 27th Bay,6 and a few other really top-notch, well-done 
flicks that kept the story line and the tradition of the original details and- 
script© I have several beefs with Hollywood about tneii Iming of box * or 
stories s .

1, When will these people learn that a werewolf is a man that turns in
to a wolf not some mutant monstrosity that looks like both?

“~2. that old crumbling ghost-infested castles are dirty, not sterile 
creations with spotless floors and neatly-draped cobwebs?

3© that brontosaurus are not carnivorous?
4© what a nineteenth-century laboratory looks like, even with appaxati 

rising
9 do not

for making people?
5„ there are other ways to subdue a vampire than just a crucifix — a 

rose© for instance, fastened to the coffin will keep a vampire fn<
6- that people with good sense, especially beautiful heroines 

take long evening strolls in vampire-infested territory©
that aliens might just as conceivably be friendly and even handsome7

critturs © 
8, it is quite possible that 21st Century Man will not revert to Renats;

sance dressy — and I could go on like this all day©
In England, where I once lived, there is a society which governs 

cation and filming of mystery stories© and establishes a criterion for 
writers and publisher to follows something to the effect that all 
a logical and plausible method of committing the crime, that tne criminal must 
not be revealed before the end., that no unnecessary or senseless brutality not in 
keeping with the story line may be shown© Of course, there are exceptions; man
hunts historical grimes- etc©, but the general qualification has caused the 
quality of the British mystery© lit©, and flick to be somewhat above average©

I am informed that there is a group trying to make Th® Lord Of The ^in^ 
into a film© I have not read the book as of the moment and may never get to 
it with all the other readinr that I have piled up already- but 1 would like to 
think 1 could take time out tn see the film and get a good reproduction of -he 
bnCk without H- usual Hollywood distortion- It would be a , .>od thing if there 
were a group which could, speaking for the true SF reader© cel-ector© Fan, and. 
discriminatin'' film viewer, control the quality of future cF films a.ii^r:vc tee 
average slob a clearer idea of what 3F really is© His present conceptionis 
pretty badly warped by such garbage as ’Teen-age Frankenstein,1 Jx Married a 
Fenster-6 cThe Leech-Woman 6 etc©, ad nauseum©

Questions: How can I get hold of Richard Matheson, the vampire expert?

the public 
the mystery 
must show

very

Is Asimov really a human being?
IS Blish a sex-fiend or is it just his way of hiding the fact that he’s 
sby ?
Thank you for listening to my tale of woe, -"ans, and before you wind up

your propeljor beanies, the name is

P©3, KNOW ANY GOOD GAFIATION TECHNIP

—MICHAEL L- McQUCWN 
Box. 283, 4756AEGp 
Tyndall AFP, Fla - 

FROM THE MILITARY?



"I’m gonna do my stuff for FAPA, and since you’re an oxd time fto I tow 
you'd love to do southing for me. Of course, you haven't been xn random for 
a lonr time, and mavbe you don’t feel up to writing a little...

The above quote should be justification for homocide,, but sadly so, it 
isn’t.-. More happy friendships, boon companionships, just plain buddys have 
come to riff because of that simple little quote.

£tl« ’Suomis calling on old inactive. He has his arms laden with the 
rood things of life- The old life that is. Beer, fanzines., beer, et0» 
good ““®schlmself down and slyly begins far afield. He regales you with 
tales of'loose women and red wine. He discusses everything under .he sun - 
except fandom.. He knows that you have been long in the boondoc.KS ano uhut 
vour mental tongue hangith out, _ _ . - . x i . • n n — x ~ 4-1*. a c? +• v»q n m I

"Tell me., please tell me
Finally the thread will stand the strain no longer, 

■ Let me hear what I want to hear. Give me the
scoop! Oh please oh please what of FJA and is Laney still mad at fandom? 
o°s Space Warp still warp? Does BEM still, stand for Beer enterprises and 

Moskowitz? Tdie fo? a word of the old life, I thirst for a drop from the 
f^Xinto X^at and leers, F^ a Uttered tattersal he 

drars forth a pulpy wad of crud. Your eyes bulge, your breath comes short.

“ ' It’s all there. The narcotic narvina, You sprain his wrist as you &eize
uoon the foul maggot-infested sheets. The lurid pics, the purple phrases, the 
mispelled words. The suggested meanings, the high-flown verbage, it is all a 
SOt to wniy nrld «nnl:

You ar® HOOKSD, Th»nFor what seems centuries you drink his beer, you read his fanzines. Then, 
slowly, through the pink haze, a voice begins to touch your ear. The fir 
quoted phrase begins to make itself heard„
" "Whattaya mean maybe I don’t feel up to writing something, hell, I got 

After readinr this stuff I can see that fandom am t what it
S to be. What these soys are all sissy's The dames sound like Dikes. There 
ain’t no sex in SF anymore. Where’s the guts? What s happened to the Old - 
tors? I guess I’ll have to do something for you, if this is what fanzines . -
like today,’' Then, slowly, you realize that Active Fan isn’t You go on and on and on 
saying anything. He merely sits and smiles

Then you know you’re HOOKID,
Active Fan"’leaves you then, and the horrible

He smiles and smiles and smu.es

e truth comes and sits on the arm
of your chair
haven81 a damn idea in the world

and it leers and__leers^and^leer^^It^wh^spers^t^ fannish in years, 

sf 
XZ (real or fancied) ao unaccounted for. You nust produce or all
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Fandom will know your perfidity.
It’s easy- You got a million of ’em, You tell yourself, and the horrible 

truth fades laughing.
Let's see. I’ll do a satire on Prozines after the manner of Chaz Burbee, 

I’ll write an article on fanzines called "Through Darkest Drivel, with gun and 
beer-can-" I"11 write a witty story about a fan who dies and has millions hid
den in the pages of old fanzines. I’ll write a nasty history of the local fan 
club. I’ll write a double-meaning peem about the sex habits of fans, I’ll8
I’ll, I’ll

You are stumped.
You tear off to your tripewriter and you reel, in a fresh sheet of paper. 

You begin with a wild, loose disjointed ramble into the personal habits of all 
the old fans you used to hate- You tear it up. You start again. You tear it 
up. You start again. You,,,but why go on?

So what? You’ll do a picture story, after the manner of Briggs’ ZAP, You 
get out paper and pencil. For a long time all is quiet, only the scratching of 
your feverish pencil can be heard. Your pencil and a small haunting laughter, 
rhe laughter of the horrible truth1

, The days draw on and the nights grow cold and publication day is nigh, "W 
to do? What to do? Simple, At last,, the perfect solution. You got to Active 
an s home - You draw him aside; you clutch him fondly, you whisper in his ear 

you embrace in goodfenowship,, and then you slip the knife in. 
Thrice blessed is he who dispatchith a fan.

—Chick Derry,. 1953
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q HE lazy sun hanging in the afternoon sky displayed no sign of interest in tne ae - 
vities on the airfield below, but something there was extremely interesting to 

the throngs of people pushing themselves up as close as pen.dtted by the host of guards 
on duty. A sleek rocket-ship stood in the middle of the field ready to be launched in
to space«

As the cerKuoni.es ended, the President bid farewell to the two young pilots, 'Pom 
barker and David Kaxkso They climbed up the ramp, waved at the people and disappeared 
through the port. In a few minutes the ship exploded into sudden action, leaving the 
Earth behind,>

"Well," declared Tom, "The first flight from Earth to Mars is underway,"
"And until we get there," remarked David, "Nothing to do except talk, eat and 

sleepo"
"Ah, but who could ask for more? '’ sighed Tom as he tilted his seat back to a more 

comfortable angle. "Let us eat, drink end be merry, for tomorrow. ..uh.. otomorrow we 
sliall reach Mars,."

"Ies," replied David, "where the slithy toves do gyre and gimble in the wabe."
"But only when it’s brillig. (What time is it?) But you know, the nicest thing 

about being underway is getting a break from all that damned studying."
"Yeah, they sure can cram a lot into a guy. (fifteen after five,) Everything 

from abstract mathematics to philosophy,"
"And from Shakespeare to Superman."
"All, yes," sighed David, "True, how true. ’The skies are painted with unnumber’d 

sparks; They are all fire and every one doth shine; But there’s but one in all doth hold 
his place.*"

"Et tus Brute?"
"Yeah, let’s eat.,"
"Con much© gusto!”
"A bunch of knot-holes to you, too?"
They ate. They drank. They made Mary—er, I mean merry,
"AshaS" David said with a very self-pleased smile, "That wag a good meal I fixed—" 

Tom was chuckling, "What’s so funny?"
"Oh, I was just wondering what they’d think if I were to kill you.”
"Very funny," sneered David, "Think you can get a little wittier?"
"Sure. How’s this: suppose you were to kill me? Better?”
"Much better. But, just for kicks, let’s live and let live a while longer."
"’So-k with me. ’Twere to consider too curiously to consider so. What time is it?" 
"Six-thirty. Hey, look up ahead!"
"Well I'll be a dirty bird?" exclaimed Tom, "A epace-river!"
"Aaaand you can’t hardly get them no more. We’d better put on our rain coats. •’

/ JOURNEY TO MARS
- by
/ Dan Marsh
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The space-river rushed toward the ship and poured over its air-tight water
proof skin, 'Che two space navigators sat in their dry rain coats watching the 
swirling water bub. ling against the port windows., David began reciting:

•’•Through the waves of Gi tehee Gweetf
Through the shining Big-Dpace Water,
With the rocket’s precious cargo, 
With tiie cargo — Tom and Davido’"

"ConradoP" replied Tom, "Our armor all is strong, our cause the best? then 
reason wills our hearts should be good.,"

"That was a nasty word you used there, Tcm. "
"What?"
"*Reason, *"
"Oh, excuse me® This fine old world of ours is but a child.,"
"The river’s all passed, Tom."
The men took off their dry rain coats arid walked toward the lockers,. Tom 

stepped on the edge of his rain coat and fell flat on his tail.
"Nice shot. Straight Arrow," laughed David,
"Ah* go to hall,"
"Really?"
"Well, since you put it tliat way, let’s both climb up into the observation 

dome"
“Callooh*"
They climbed up into the crystal-domed observatory and sat watching the 

stars and worlds and all the thousands of things tliat fill space ,
"Look ahead, friend Tom. The red planet hare.. We’ll be there soon., I^ppy?"
"Yes, Dave, very happy.. Hey, look at the pig flying by I"
"Don’t be silly.. How can a pig fly?”
"I don ’ t know., Ask the pig,, ’’
"Where did you hide whatever it is you’ve been drinking?"
"On the contrary, David, I was never more sober in my life. I saw a pig 

flying by, cross ray heart and hope to die."
"Ok. You saw a flying pig,, I suppose it had wings?"
"Yes, it did. Made of horsefeathers."
"HorsefCathers! Well why didn’t you say so? I thought you were going to 

tell me they were made of pig feathers,-"
"Certainly not,, You know there’s no such thing as pig feathers’ And that 

reminds me, Dave, did you hear the one about moth balls—"
A sudden serious, then sinister, expression crossed David’s face In meas

ured and menacing tone he spoke to Tom.
"The time has come to talk of many things, ”
Tom’s mouth hung agap^ Then in a hushed voice he asked, "Of cabbages and 

kings?"
David laughed wickedly, then whispered loudly, "Iio, of lettuce and queens." 
"Oh?"
"Yeah In our last game I had four queens, and you never did give me my 

lettuce^"
"Is all? Here’s a three-dollar bill."
"Thanks., pal. "
Xt is not possible co tell in words of the beautiful region popularly but 

inappropriately called "space." Here all the celestial multitudes reveal them-

10
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selves in their full splendor, undimed by the eternal haze possessed by planetary 
atmospheres* Trie two young men sat in silence for a long time0

fIsn’t Polaris beautiful, Tom?"
"Yes- beautiful-, Daveooc*

“As your bright and shiny spark. 
Lights the traveler in the dark. 
Though I know not what you are, 
Twinkle,, twinkle, little star,1'" 

David smiled, them replied?
"tTwinkle- twinkle, little shtar. 

Now I wonder wha” tyou are I 
Aaall th’ resht have thirdy-one 
’Ceptin’ February, an’ it don't*’" 

"Don’t what?" 
"Don’t twinkleo" 
"You mean ’doesn’t’*"

"Don’t* doesn’t, it’s an elephant."
"Dave, you're a perfect fool,"
"Now, Tom, boy, I knew you love me 

and want to pay me a compliment, but you 
know I’m not perfects Rather, say we are 
both very happy fools. We, and all the 
stars*ooand happiness* Listen to the stars, 
Tom* Isn’t the music lovely?"

"Yes, Dave, A perfect symphony con
taining only perfect chords*"

They sat listening for a long time* 
Then Tom yawned and said, "I guess we'd 
better go to bed*"

They climbed out of the observatory 
and went to bed,-. All was still and dark* 

"Dave *" 
"Yeah?"
"What time was it when you turned 

out the light?"
"Ten "til eleven,,”
"Thanks, Pleasant dreams
"Same to you. Torn*"
The room was then very still.- That was because there wasn’t any noise.
It was morning by David's watch only; outside,-, "space” was without day or night, 

the stars still shone, Yars still glowed red ahead- lorn and David ate breakfast* 
Later thev played a game of handball in the ship’s gymnasium, followed by a game of 
chess in the study- Then they went up into the observatory to watch the stars and 
Kars and to talk,

"The disk of Yars is quite plain now,"
"Yes, Tom, it won’t be long "til we get thereo"
Tom sang? "Oh willow, titwillow, titwillow!"
"You sound like a rusty waterfall" laughed David*
"Thankso"
"You’re welcome*"
"Oh willow, titwillow, tit— what time is it?"
"Eleven o“clocko"
A meteorite rushed by* A few moments later another whizzed bery near the ob

servatory, ,
"I wonder " mused Tom-, "what would happen if an extra large meteorite, and may- 

be comoosed to contramatter- say, should hit the domeo" ______________________
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Now that’s an optomist for you A large meteorite zoomed directly overheads 
"Well, that’s enough for me," blurted Dave, diving for the exit, 
"I’m wid you, bhoy." yelled Torn, dashing behind him. The control room was 

below the observatory., so it took practically no time at all for the men to get 
there,

’Better seal off the dome," called Tom as he turned on the video.,
"Right-' David replied, pushing a button on the instrument panels
The scene on the video showed they were in a large meteor swarm, but most of 

the “space-stones’ were very small. The sound of meteorites hammering against the 
crystal dome failed the room. That was because meteorites were hammering against 
the crystal dome,

"Well nothing else we can do," said David, "We may as well feed our faces/’
And once more they ate, drank, and, uh, made merry,
'This stuff tastes like mashed potatoes and gravey, Dave,"
"I’m not at all surpr&ied.,"
"What is it. then?"
"Succotash,’’
When the men finished eating, Tom checked the view plate, "Well," he announced, 

"We’re out of the swarm,"
David flicked a few switches, then, satisfied, said, "No damage done to the 

dome, We Can go back up,"
Once more the space travelers took their seats in the observatory and watched 

the red world filling the heavens ahead. The canals were very distinct now,, and 
they could see the tiny Martian moons, Phobos and Deimos, making their endless race 
around their primary. Watching the scene, the two men drew the same conclusion; 
they were nearing Mars, And they were right, too.

As they kept getting closer, they reached other conclusions, Like, it was time 
to start guiding the ship in to land on the m-i I” surface of the nearing planet, -o 
they climbed down to the navigation room,

Guiding the ship into an orbit, they circled the planet again and again, until 
their speed was reduced enough to make the landing. Mars filled the entire scene 
below the ship,

"Big. ain’t it, Tom?"
"Yeah, but not as big as the earth,"
Then Tom sang; ? 'Mid pleasures and palaces tho we may roam,.

Be it ever so humble, there’s no place like home,,.' "
Down they guided the ship, Down to the shining Plain of Nonsense, Down to the 

fair city Illogical,
They landed on the landing field of the city, A huge crowd gathered about the 

ship. Hie two young men appear’d and came triumphantly down the ramp,
"Welcome,'1 the crowd shouted, "Welcome home from Earth!"

—Dan Marsh, 1959
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First chance I get to write a letter I 11
’Till then» it is nice toHIKE MCINEKNeY comments on #12;

write to Bill Evans and get on the FAPA wl
read a FAPAzine telling a new members thoughts after having seea-ed out The 
Long Wait, s: You know, of course, that mey could use the slogan ELECT
RIC if he wanted to copy and change his nickname all at the same time. An 
electron of itself left alone does no work on anything else, but electri
city is one of the greatest sources of power around,, u You say that 
the only cartoons that end with that’s All Folks?” were the Bugs nunny 
oneso Since Porky Pig is the character who says these immortal words 
and since he appears in some that bugs doesn’t, isn’t it more likely that 
most, if not all. Porky Pig cartoons also end with these words? No? Yeso 
$; What position did Fancy II take on the FANwIdh II photocover?

But, Mike, Bugs Bunny is the one that pulls down the screen (as I remember it) 
that says ’’That's All Folks J" So, I still contend it’s Bugs,, Howeverj since 
I am probably wrong wrong wrong (l usually am), we won’t have a feud over it, 
or anything. We might turn the subject over to XERO, or some other New Fandom 
fanzine, but we won’t get into a feud over it. I mean, I could imagine it,if 
we did; I mean, everyone taking sides and All Fandom Plunged Into War, and fans 
throwing around nasty insults and half of fandom gafiating with parting shots 
that say, "I don’t give a damn if it's POGOJ” and other cynical-type things. 
And just when it looks like The Sad Of Fandom As We Know It, some bright young 
neofan suggests that someone consult an authority. And this same bright 
young fan sends out his fanzine with the announcement that he’s consulting 
fandom’s movie authority — 4e Ackerman. And he prints Ackerman's answer, which 
turns out to be "I don’t know," and then everything goes to hell and. thus, 
a hobby of some thirty years is destroyed, ?s I guess we better not have a 
feud on that, iiike. js Fancy II was being read by Trina Costello when she 
posed for the photocover of the Fannish II. Just her and the Fancy IIO s* 
Oh, yes ■— she was wearing a beanie.

Yes,; really and trudy, I got a *p-o*c-TKs-c*A~R*d from the inventor of 
that word^WS HOFJHAHj Much thanks for bundle frazl

You're entirely welcome.

My suspicions that JEFF WAiJSHELL was a postcard-sending ---- -—>—— were
confirmed, because that’s what he sent me? Just a note to a) confirm

your suspicions; 1 am a postcard-sending -————•, and b) to let you 
know that I like your FAPAzine a lot. I mean, I really do. You know, 
you've the kind of author who I'd like to call on the phone and have a 
long conversation with, except I’d probably talk about the damned N3F, 
for Ghu’a sake. I’m not a very good conversationalist, you know. But 
what I wanted to say ie that it’s FAPAtime again and I wanted to assure 
you that I’d like to keep on receiving PRAe and am even willing to go to 
the lengths of continuing to send my fanzine on an all-for-all basis.
I really did and I really am. I mean. I’m not shooting the old crap or 
anything.. You know. Sometimes I think that if it wasn’t for THE CATCHER 
IN TidE RYE I’d never be able to write decent postcards,«o st PS? Says
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did you know that Ium a hoax and you’re a third of me? You learn something new 
every day...it came as quite a shock to ne8

That’s redickledockle, I mean, it really is. I mcan7 hovg for WYsake, could 
you be a hoax created by me and a couple other pippie (who, by the way?) when 
our writing styles are sc ghudamn. different it’s pitiful, I mean, it really 
iso We both write pretty well — I say that because I don’t believe in any 
of that false modesty crap — but there’s a Big Difference that anybody 
could notice if they tried* I mean, I won’t even point it out, its so ghudamn 
obvious and all* :s Sometimes I think that if it wasn’t for Tbh CATCilKB IN 
TLd Kit I'd never be able to write decent answers to postcards
I thought BOBIN WOOD had gafiated, but I sent him a copy of the last PRA 
because his story was in it, and he says: Well, man — I was glad to dig your 

fanzine ■— good heavens, this is tile 12th of the ALMANAC series? Man, have 
I been out of it. But it looks like I may withdraw back into the sheltering 
arms of fandom once again (with a little urging I may even start writing 
tilings again., as I’ve already tried writing short stories while in this 
raunchy outfit and failed miserably),) I feel I could knock off a good one 
or two right now, as I’ve just gotten back from a leave to fabulous northern 
California* Actually I didn't do much of a goddamn thing but loaf, but I 
still got to feeling with it and once again in contact with Life and Real 
People, at least for a little while. :» 1’11 have to admit I was a little 
surprised to see this thing by me in AS. A 'clasi.ic reprint’? Isn’t this 
getting carried away somewhat? I doubt if this thing will bring me a deluge of 
letters and zines from people begging for material tho, as it was readable this 
time, Man, this was written in 56? In those days I didn’t even have the ex
cuse of being crunk* What monster liave I created? ss Actually I doubt if I 
could write such senseless all-in-good-pointless-aha.. gy-dog-typc~fun stories 
any more, No longer am I the unsuspicious happy little hillbilly, dedicated 
to running around, having fun, and drinking Pepsi with the rest of humanity- 
Somewhere along the line I suddenly realized that atomic fallout, mustard 
gas, gem warfare, and innumerable other things and such goodies are Real 
Things, Hencef I became disillusioned with humanity* I have grown old* I 
evea read a few books by Kerouac* sx I may kiss the entire mess off, go 
AWOL and retire into the hills to become a Druid Monk. :s Well, at least, 
in looking over this zine of yours, it appears that this here rich brown 
cat has matured a little in the past few years* Swinging* :: Am I com
pelled to comment on Harry Warner Jr’s bit on xmas cards? I mean, seeing 
as it was written in 58, when I was no doubt graduating from high school, 
perhaps even created at the rnoment I stood before the Good Parents (after 
drinking it up at the graduation orgy) at the ceremony and delivered a 
hypocritical speech about Dear Old US and How Wonderful It Was and How We 
Are Now Preparing To Take Cur places In This Great and Wonderful World and 
All That Good BS* Man, that was a long time ago* I could go on for pages 
about xmes cards, but I won’t* As far as I can see them, they are a rea
sonably good way, a socially accepted way, of getting in touch with someone 
you haven't dug for many a moon* Otherwise, the hell with them.. In fact, if 
this commercialiaation of xmas keeps up I nay write a nasty letter to the 
Pope* If only I was a Catholic* If only the Pope could read* I wonder if 
God talks Latin,.. ss I'd better quit knocking religion, I often get 
carried away on tiiat subject. Just read a book on Zen. It almost makes



sense I read it again. Row that the Beats are gone and nearly 
forgotten it may even be Socially Acceptable to read about Zen® I’d 
like to get a good book on Druids, just so I could bone up on the 
subject and bug these religious fanatics who keep telling me I’a on 
my way to hell. ;s Well, I believe I have said whatever I have said 
so far, so I do believe I will pull it to a halt for the time being.. 
If you find time to drop a line or sine or something my way I*d appre
ciate ito Meanwhile, hang ever loosely, and as I said previously^ I 
am seriously considering returning to fandomc Matter of fact, at this 
moment I am actually smoking a corncob pipe at this very moment,,

Druidism is Nice, but Satanism is Bettero I mean, I’ve had these religious 
faruLtln types approach me and go into their long spiels and suchlike as 
that; when I offhandly mention that I‘m a Satanist and they start to turn 
on the scorn (or should I have spilt that without an ’s’?) I loftily re
ply, ’Well, at least with my religion, I’m sure where I'm goingsc" y Ar 
nother thing, tooo A friend of mine works in finance here at Tyndall, 
the place where they punch dog-tags , So I now have myself one which reads 
"BROW, RICHARD W., AF 19646261 T59 0 POS IC0NQCLABTo " As you might i- 
magine, this also causes Much Good Func : x Lovely water0

Last, but far from least, we have a lengthy epistlafrcn BOB LICHTMANj 
It’s difficult for me to say what I intend to publish for FAP A when I 
first got on the waitlisto I really didn’t give it much thought, be
cause I started out #2B on the list and that was enough to put the stall 
on any long-range plans (if this gets printed, and someone who started 
cut #44 or something like that on the waitlist reads it, I’ll bet he’s 
laugiiing like crazy), I mean, getting on the FABA waitlist was some- 
thing that one did, and still does<> You just had to, or; else — well, 
or else you were out of a sort of fannish social security, maybe. I dun- 
no3 Anyway, I didn’t have many ideas of publishing specifically for 
FAP A when I got on its waitlists Hell, I wasn’t even in dAPS when I 
did it, and Psi-Phi had only seen its first issue (remember the Bottom 
Of Page Ten, rich?) and the second was in the dummy stagea, is Of 
course, I did get ideas as I went along., For quite a while, well over 
a year in fact,, I had some idea about hitting every mailing with a 
moderate-sized magazine, which was around 20 pages in those days., I no 
longer have such delusions of grandeur, thougha Since early this year, 
and with my change in attitude towards all of fandom,, I doubt if I 
will be as active in FAPA as I would have beeno I sort of expect to 
make two mailings a yearo But I can't really sayo It all depends on a 
lot of willy things, I have some idea about quitting all my apas ex
cept for FAP A, SAPS and OMPA, in which case I’d be able to do more for 
FAPAu In fact, I am going to quit N’AFA^at the end of this year. Cult 
by the end of this summer, and CRAP sometime in the near future (when 
the blow-up comes, like)o That leaves the Big Three I listed three 
lines above, plus IFBO which I am going to stick with for at least its 
first year to see what it evolves into.. I’ve already ceased my general 
fanzine publishing and much of my )etterhacking to genzines., I’ve cut 
my correspondence by around 60^.-. In short, I’m sort of retiring to the 
apaso st Why I am doing this is not too easy to say. I know, rich., 
tiiat from your writing in this PHA and elsewhere you must have had the
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same idea about fan-ion that I dids that you would, by Bcscoe, stay in Ibrever- 
and-Lver^ I had that notion tooQ But face its it’s pretcy sick, ain’t it? 
Devoting oneself to the concept of "fandom1* is about as sick as devoting one
self to an "organization," and if fans put down the Organization Han why can’t 
they see their way clear to putting themselves down somewhat, too? I stay 
in fandom now because, primarily, of my friends here< Also partly because 
I’m interestea in amateur press associations, and not just fannish ones (like,, 
by the time the nest FABA mailing comes out, I ought to be a member of the 
National Amateur Press Association), from a sociological and archivistic view- 
pointo "My friends in fandom," Who are they? This is sometiiing that 
I can't really say in print, especially since there’s an offhand possibility 
that you might print thia. (Yeso$ It’s hard to differentiate between the peo
ple whom I honestly consider my friends and those who are just interesting to 
me because of their interests in fields that interest me. And if you’re inter
ested in where I would put you^ rich, I can’t really say too well, I have a 
feeling that if I knew you better I’d either be one of your best friends 
and you mine, or we would hate each others gutso From what I recall of your 
past writings, we both seem to have been raised in the same sort of faaily 
My father is also a machinist, and I seem to recall you saying that your 
father wasa too<> We’re both chickenshit about getting hurt, But you’re prob
ably not as chickenshit as me about fighting back. Only I’m not as cos. about 
it as I used to be. I’ve gained iore self-respect than I used to have, and this 
makes a lot of difference in many aspects — I tliink. Our highschool lives 
are apparently quite different in many respects; I was always a good student 
in high schoola But I did tend to sluff off more the further along I goto In 
the first two years, I got top grades and hung out with the hoods, and in the 
last two I got not—so—top grades (but still enough so that I graduated 
with an A- average) and hung around with the intelligentsia.. I can still get 
along with both, tliough the violence-prone attitude of the hoods makes me 
nervous I can speak both their languages and can put on either pose. But 
the real me is somewhere inbetween, and I haven't quite managed to sort him 
out so that I can describe him on paper,, He was the person who wandered 
around UCLA this semester, though? the person who found it easier to get 
along with girls than either of his extremes- This real me allowed up for a 
brief time when I was 15» but only in a transitory way.. But that leads to 
some tiling in my Deep, Dark Past that I’d rather not discuss in such a pos
sible wide audience,, st Hell, let ne paragraph and finish up what I started 
to talk about in that last paragraph before I go on,. Namely that my friends 
in fandom are there, but I’m not about to set their names down here,. They 
know who they are, anywayo Now hack to what I was digressing on,uo si Ito, 
I won’t de that either, not directly. Th® inhibitor has just t^m over 
and is wondering why the hell 1 just wrote all this. This is an interesting 
Jine of thought in itself, Why did I? I am, as you point out impersonally 
in your comment on Bandwagon on page 11, an introverts I would da^e say 
any of the stuff I’ve said here I wouldn’t say to a large group of people^ 
4?4 ©ven if it were a large group of people whom I knew., I wouldn’t say it to 
the assembled members of BAPS, for instance, or even the assembled merabers 
of CRAB to nariow down the size of the group,, I have said all this to groups 
of two or three people at a time, people whom I know would Understand, But
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then, what I’ve den© here is merely to scratch the surface of the whole 
truth about one Bob Lichtaan© There’s an old saw and. I know how people 
are wont to put things like old saws down, but it goes "Honesty is the 
Best Policy" and it’s 10^ right© Nothing screws you up with your
friends, those people you care about and xdxo care about you, than a lot 
of lying© It gets you all backed up into a corner that you can’t get out 
of© But the old inhibitor does take over in situations when I’m not 
talking or writing with my very dearest friends© Why shouldn’t it? There 
are tilings about me that are none of most anyone’s businesso xx If one is 
to believe a particular school of thought, there is nothing wrong with 
selfishness© According to this school of thought, whose tenets I do not 
to the letter believe, all human action is motivated by selfishness., 
This I doubt very much, because there are innumerable instances where 
human action is not motivated by selfishness© For instance, answering a 
telephone when it rings© Or urinating© x x Reading back over all of this 
letter again, I am struck suddenly by the fact that, to quote another old 
line, I am all things to all people, I suppose© I mean, lon’t you find 
yourself at times having to be a sort of actor to get along with people?
I know that, for instance, I can’t be myself with my family, because©©.well, 
you know© Like if I told them what I think of them at times, I would very 
likely get booted out© I can’t even be myself to all of fandom, though I 
come pretty close at times, especially in things like this letter© I can 
be myself at college, but still with reservations© Perhaps the only 
elusion to this is that there is no Real anyone, but I think not© It is 
possibly to act completely accoxdiag to one’s natural patterns, when one is 
with people who will do the same thing© I’ve not been in this situation as 
often as I would like, and I wouldn’t like to be in it, I think, ICQ© of 
tlie time, but I would like to be in it more and I’m going to try to pattern 
my life so that I can© xj Art is eaotion© Before I stop Tonin ng in the 
advertising department of the Broadway, which is my summer job (T am a 
proofrunner), I am going to ask the very lovely artist near my desk whether 
she still keeps this maxim in mind, even though her workaday world is nothing 
more than, advertising art, like designing Broadway ads© I liave a feel 5 ng 
that she is rapidly getting the impression, because of the joe-job nature 
of my work, that I am a Clod© I am going to have to dispel that notion or 
els© I just won’t feel right© What I want to do this I don’t know, but She 
seems like a Nice Woman© But remember art is emotion© Art contains love, 
hates fear, everything like that© Each painting is part of th© artist and 
only he/she can fully understand it© The painting that the art "critics* 
pan unanimously may be the artist’s personal favorite, for these reasons©

I am at the point, now, where I am no longer sure what I’m going to do about 
fandom? I’ve already told a lot of people that I don’t intend to gafiate — 
but that was because I didn’t want any of them asking me silly stupid questions 
or trying to keep me from© I mean, I didn’t want to go through the whole con
vention meeting people and having them say, "Why are you gafiating," or "Why 
dor t you put your gafiation where your mouth is?" or «Han3 whatever you do, 
^on t gafiata — Fandom Needs lou© ” It would have been rather sickening to 
s^z the least, and not allowable by the post-office to say th© most© So in a 
way, I guess we’re both in the same teat, up the same local tributary, without 
sufficient means of propulsion, and/one each type ticket marked "One-Way to 
Nowhere© Where do wo go from here? x: But yes, I had the same idea about
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fandom that you did} except that I would have sworn by FooFoo rather than Boo- 
cos® And actually, our environments and especially our reactions to same are 
closer connected than you possibly suspect® hy father is a turret-lathe opera
tor — a macliinest® He never went passed the eighth grade and my mother sur
vived the tenth® My father is a tremendously honest nan8 with too many debts, 
and a driving urge to Get Thon All Paid® He is, I realize now that I can step 
back and try to judge him objectively, an admirable man for a laborer® But, 
and this isn’t widely known in fandom, I reacted to my environment the same way 
— if recent reports are to be trusted — the same way you did® I don’t know 
what your trouble was with your parents, Bob, but mine was the one tiiat is ooe>» 
mon with most adolescence} I was growing upE and I was Winking over their heads, 
and through fandom, I was used to being treated as an equal regardless of ray 
age — I wanted a measure of respect from my family® At least for my opinions 
— because I was convinced (and still am) that I can think as good as either 
of them, if not better, because what they have in experience I have in concrete 
knowledge of things as they be® I can see, now, that in some cases I was wrong 
and they were right} but, with my usual facility for remembering hazy dotal 1- 
I can algo remember instances when I was right when I had actual ly felt tliat I 
might have been wrong® Time clianges a lot of things — even people® i: Before 
I get to the blow-up, let me try to show ono other similarity — we were close 
in school, too® I mean, in what we did and how we reacted to it® Tb begin with. 
I entered school already knowing how to read, print, and do simple arithmtic* 
I was precoscious and knew it and felt proud of it® I was skipped one grade, 
early in grade school (l think I spent half a year in second and half a year in 
third, tho it might have been third a fourth — that’s a long way back to try “

perfect 811 ‘tough grade-school} I got a long string 
of E s(for Excellsnee; S was for Satisfactory} U was for Unsatisfactory). And' 
? 1 carrLed ®x>d grades easily. But along about eighth grade
I met a few people who were smarter than I was, and that ruined it all, iDh> kv 
ego could have taken the blow —- I knew there were probably others who knew a lot more to I did about a lot of things® But from to I go? a S oTh^Z 
otolads saw me® They certainly weren’t admired for their intelligence; to hear 
the oto lads tell it, they got their good grades because they were or

^iey were teacher’s pets® So I became a JD-type and picked up their at 
that Se1 Sev^331 SQaior High School® During '
tou^VoZZ^ Tmi 1 butoasted
f«, subjects® In my senior year I started hanging around with a

came out with a B- average__«■ ™ a . courses, I still

“Hr" ~
x 

then X if «4
up Kith the tom pares of Doolrtn fathor 31111 Wself, and I ended
I was hto^,
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time® Th® important thing: was the HOCUS, or seemed to bee It 
wasn’t a particularly fine issue, and what I had written had not 
■been an example of my finest literary talents — but it had been 
(as I put it to myself) A Part Of Me, a work of my art, crude as 
It may have been? it expressed my feelings; it contined part of 
me, and th® tearinr up of that fansine was like tearing me in 
halfo.oor so I felt® I knew that there was still a few weeks 
of school left, but I went to my room, picked up a coat, return
ed to the bathroom and set about making a little noise0 I turn
ed on the shower? snuck back to my room, and went out the back 
door® I stayed with a friend — tho a non-famish friend, it 
was, in my case that my parents didn’t know® I finished
school, and joined the Air Forceo I had been away from home 
nearly two months, and in the process turned 17 I returned 
only to get them to sign a release to let me in the Air Force$ 
which they did, :s Why have you said the things you have said 
here, and'why have I said the things I’ve said here? A good 
question, buddy; I3m net sure that there’s a good answer® There 
are all sorts of answers, but probably hone of them are any good0 
I’ll keep it in the first person® Perhaps^lt’s catharsis® Per
haps I9m crying out. Know Mel Perhaps, as Bob Coulson suggests, 
I®m like a lot of other fans; mentaly cripple® Perhaps it1a 
merely something To Fill Up Space And Get FAPA Credit® Perhaps® 
Or it might be something else® It might be that I’m trying to 
find out'who I am® It might be that I’d rather write that than 
something else® It might be that I just like to string words 
together and see what comes out of them® It might® It could 
be any of these, or all of them, or a combination of them; it 
could be none of them® Quien Sabe? And the old Inhibitor comes 
in, nerhaps, because we want to present only our good sides, 
feeling that to present anything we consider really bad would 
let us know that the Image we hold of ourselves (dammit, how did 
I get into this ^we’ business I9ve said I*d keep it in first 
person^ because that’s all I can really speak for anyway) is no
thing more than an Image, and that ws (reads I) fall short of it® 
There was a time when I did not have an Inhibitor remember 
the editorial in PRA #7g Bob? but that time Is long since 
past® It is no more© Kaput® Gone, llkeo ss If selfishness is 
not the motivation for answering a phone or urination, what i^?
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...and there will be no beans in Coventry®
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*3About three thousand96 said the Great Judges
“’They must have a headquarters,9 said Marin, in that ur

ging tone» SA center through which communication is carried on. 
You want to tell us©’

HSI don’t know where it iso”
“Marin drew back© He was disappointed© But after a moment 

he thought. Only three thousand© That’s no ®o many©*4
—A©E» van Vogt, The Mind Cage

•#

I really like to think of myself as mor® of a poet than a 
writero Really© I realizes however8 that I’m not a very good 
poet — there’s an example of that in Cry Of The Nameless a 
few issues back but there was once a~ttme when I considered 
myself good enough to try to emulate the life and poetry of 
Don Marquis©

I have long since given up th® idea©
I realize that I will never be the peot that Marquis was, 

anymore than I’ll ever be, say, the artist that Rotsler is© I 
use the comparison between Rotsler amd Marquis, and I think it 
fits? it looks so damn easy, buto.« Well, try it yourself some 
time© It seems so simpleo..

Maybe it is simple© It probably is, if you’re a Marquis 
or a Rotsler? TF0 however, you happen to be rich brown (which 
is my unfortunate plight), you end up with a bunoh of squiggly 
lines that do not in any way, manner or form look even slight- 
ly like a cartoon, or something like *0, th© pangs and sorrows 
Ihave spent,/o« these words of dubious intent/trying to write 
and think and see/what this sad world holds for me/and then you 
find you cannot find/just exactly what you had in mind/08 weary 
me^y soul on fire in righteous ire/don’t query me/or ye shall 
feel mine mightiest fire."

Not only does this sound horrible. I realize, but it does« 
n’t anything, it doesn’t scan, it doesn’t make sens®, it 
doesn^t stay in the same tenseB it doesn’t even rhyme very good.

And the thing is, friend, when Oscar Wilde Twho was a pret
ty damn good poet himself, irregardless of his sexual practices) 
said that *a poet spends half a day putting a comma into his 
poem. and the rest of the day and half th® night taking it back 
out,* he didn’t say the half of itl When you keep coming up 
with crap like the above after about the thirtieth draft, it8© 
time to call it a day? times in fact, to decide that you didn't 
want to be a goddamn poet anyway© Which is what they call ra- 
ticnalisat1on©

I wanted to be like Don Marquis? I gave up the idea©
I did a batch of archy parodies (which were practically 

word—foreword translations into the fannish vein) called Icho— 
bodingSg for Bruce Pelz© He might even have on® in this mail- 
ing, for all I know© Some of them — mostly the ones that were 
practically literal translations — were rather good, poetry- 
wises> I have four ’chapters® of a “book* entitled “The Oide 
Soake’s History Of Fandom- It is, however, more than slight
ly libelous in some cases, still not too well written, and lack
ing a lot of the Marquis wit because, by their very nature, they 
required a lot of originality in their translations© One of
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these days, I keep telling myself like, when I Get Organized, 
Real Soon Now, etco — I may try to re-wrlte them, or at least 
try to do something on that line8 and maybe even run it through 
here® Right up the fannish flag-pole, to see if they show their 
fannish colors.™

But the thing is, I haven’t got the time to be a poet, I’m 
too lazy® I haven’t got the stamina or strength or fortitute or 
vocabulary to be a poet? I haven’t even got the guts<>

I wanted to be a poet, just like Don Marquis, tout I gave 
up the ideao None of the above, however, has the slightest 
thing to do with why I gave up trying to emulate hlmo

You see, by my imitation of Marquis® I had something more 
in mindo I was, indeed, thinking on & grander scale than per
haps you might have thought? more on th® line of trying to live 
a life that was exactly like hiso Detail for detailJ

In order to understand this completely® you have to rea- 
Use that I am a great believer in cyleso the way I see things 
is this? nothing is really new, and all things fall in cylee, 
which Is just like 3 cycles8 only without the second scos Every
thing that I doe a a far as I can see — or that you. do, for that 
matter — has been done before by someone else because he or she 
has fallen into th® same cycle you (or I) haves

There ar® big cycles (in which world events follow) and lit 
-tie cycles (in which personal ©vent® follow)o Just ask Robert 7 
An Heinlein® or some other immenant scientist® if you don’t be-/' 
lieve m«o There ai-e aleo motorcycles and bicycles® but they 
don’t enter in here at allo We’ll ignore them completelyo

Everything which has happened to you has happened to some
one else before and will happen to someone else againo There is 
no new experience® only new personal experience..- (We might even 
say that experience is a subjective® rather than objective thing 
— except that we don’t want to jump into a subject with wild a- 
bandon, now do we?) For instance? eating crab may to© a new ex
perience for you9 but there are some people who have eaten crab 
a thousand times« Having sex may be a new experience to you® 
but there are some people who have had sex a thousand timeso 
Shooting yourself may be a new experience to you® but there ar® 
some pecooo

o©.»W011e that shoot the hell out of that logics
But you know what I mean® I think o
Anyway, I was planning on foiling Don Marquis’ life to the 

hilt because® since I felt that life runs in cycles and that 
people are just doing th® same thing over and over again (being 
born, growing up8 eating, sleeping^ hobbylng8 working® having 
sex (which might, depending upon the case at hand, be considered 
either working or hobbying), Striving Toward A Goal(whlch is the 
English word for Jail), Searching For Truth, dying, and other 
droll things), I thought it might be best if my life fell into 
the pattern of someone who’s life deserved being patterned af
ter .ooif you’re still with me® I might not write as well, but 
I could work at the same place, eat at the same places, do the 
sama sort of thing®

Bul"‘l got hung up and had to let the idea slip through my 
fingerso It just so happened that, right at the helghth of my 
enthusiasm for following through with this project, I remembered 
that Don Marquis started out archy and several other things in 
his column in the Chicago Daily Sun? and that may well have been 
fine for Marquis, but it knocked the props right out from under
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my Big Scheme © I mean# couldn't you just imagine me going out 
on am assignment for the aboveandpastpagementioned newspaper; 
going# say# to someone’s doorg knocking| waiting patiently? and, 
when the occupant arrives# me introducing myself by saying9 **I6m 
rich brown# from th® Sun,/???

I keep thinking I should pattern my life after somebody# 
is th© things Ballinger# maybe© Or Walt Willis« OrShakesph 
ere© Or Harlan Ellison©

I make no claims toward being a Big Mams FanB or anything^ 
because I know I’m deflnately not? thia is definately not 
False llodesty# either# because if I were I would certainly let 
you know Ito But the thing is# lately# requests for material 
written by me has been# for some unknown reason, going up©

These requests range from the bacover’s of some fanzines 
with the little 27 checked that is beside the wordss MI8d like 
you to contribute to my fanzine-/ to letters from neofan’s 
saying real egoboosting things like, wYou’re one of the best 
fanzine writer’s around, up there with Willis and Boggs and 
Rapp and Decklnger and I’d certain really would Indeed truely 
like to see something by you in my fanzinee so why don’t you 
contribute?” This amazes mee especially the latter# because 
just a few years ago I was writing letters like that myselfo

But in either case# I usually don’t contribute © And it’s 
not out of snobbishness-, I assure you© Iem about the most usv 
snobbish guy you could ever find# reallye (Just remember that# 
you grubby little neofan©)

Nog you see,. I really do have my reasons© In the first 
case# I’m always just a bit afraid that that little tic the fan 
editor made might have been made by accident© If you want to 
know# I keep tnlnking that he probably meant to put it down in 
the ZZthat comes right after that? the one that reads# "You 
crumb# unless you do something I9ui going to kick you the hell 
off my mailing list© SEND MONEYS” In such a case I’m afraid 
that if I contribute I’ll get a letter back saying# ”Thanks 
for the extra sllp^heets© Tell you whats i’ll send you the 
next two Issues of If you promise not to contribute#" or
something to that effecte Things like that# as you might guess# 
tend to deflate one’s ego just a bit©

It Is In the second case that I really feel that I am a 
bind©

I mean# hei'e is someone I hardly even know# saying nice 
things to me# and expecting a half-way decent piece of mater™ 
ial# Whyo I don’t know# but I have my suppositions© The first 
possibility is that some fan has used my name in connection with 
some BNF’s# in a purely humorous manner# much as I used the name 
Harlan Ellison above? and this poor neo# unfortunately# will get 
the butt of the joke only© Or# more possibly# this neo doesn't 
know that most of the stuff that I have had printed In the fan 
press of any worth (which he might have stumbled on) are worth® 
while almost solely due to the fact that it was printed by a 
Good Editor# ie, someone who could revise like mad whenever I 
went astray©
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And go , as I say, and regardless of the reasons, here la 
thia fellow telling me I’m one of the best writers in fandom• 
It8s a nice boost to ray ego, I have to admit, but I keep look” 
Ing up the mountainside of fandom with my telescope and noting 
that above me th® slopes are many~peopled: Willis, Berry, Boggsy 
Carr, Elllks BurbeeP Johnstone, Llchtman, Breen, Pelz, Nirenburg 
Donahoe, Fitch, Lewis®® 0M ike Deoklnger?

Stlllg, I tell myself (sometimes) (translations usually)p my 
judgement of my works don’t necessarilly count® For all I knowP 
this characters neo or nots just fright be right® Perhaps, I 
hear myself whispering, I really do ’belong Up There with Willis 
and Berry and Carr and Burbee and Ellik and all those®

From there9 I go on® Perhaps9 in me, there lies dormant a 
talent that will dwarf them all! Indeed, I am probably the moat 
fabulous writer (fannish or otherv:i®e) of all time! It just 
might be that I have Salinger and Miller and Rimbaud and Marquis 
and Kerouac all beaten9 with one hand tied behind my back® For 
all I really know8 this neofan may have the rare perceptivity to 
recognize that I am a potential Shakesphere, needed only a little 
encouragement to start me on my way toward writing something 
that will knock the sky right off the worlds®

I think this and keep right on thinking it® Until I sit 
down and try to write® And even then I’m pretty sure I can at 
least give Miller and Kerouac a run for their money®

I work feverishly® whenever I work? I crucify myself to my 
typer, spilling hot blood and guts^ tears and more tears over 
each sweat Uy constructed (one might even say tiered) page®

And then I read it over to myself®
Brother, there’s nothing more depressing than seeing the 

world’s greatest writer turning out tripe®
It’s really quite depressing, you can believe me<>
And so, as I?ve already said® I usually don’t bother to 

contribute to the neofan, either®
And the things that I’ve written? Well, usually they go 

Into the wastebasket® But sometimes®®.well, sometimes I hang 
onto them just so that I can use them for critical evaluation? 
you know, so that I can have a ready^referenee file of crud to 
compare with some neofan’s first effort so that I won't tear 
into him too badly® And then, occasslonally, I save them and 
make editorial material for my fanzines®c®

*»

In line with the above — or, rather, exactly 180° out 
of phase with what I have said there I have decided that 
I would be perfectly willing to contribute material of mine 
to other fanzines#ooprovided they are willing to pay me what 
it is worth to me<>

I have been thinking about this for quite some time, ac
tually e and I have been thinking about the kind of things 
which I am willing to write for money, and most especially I 
have been thinking about the kind and amount of money it 
would take to make me write them®

After considerable due deliberation, I have decided that 
I’m actually willing to write damn near anythingo provided I 
get paid enough for it deep down inside I’m not an artist
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but & hack©
And having decided that, I have been preparing a price 

list© It is not yet completes but I’ll give you what I have 
worked out so far©

For articles dealing proainantly with science fiction? 
not too well thought out, |5« For articles pealing praminant-’ 
ly with science fiction, well documented., §25 » For articles 
dealing with science fiction, in which I actually have to hav® 
read the books, magazines^ or stories I am talking about/criti^ 
oizingg §500.

For articles tearing into the personal habits of a well- 
known fan0 §45© For articles tearing into the personal habit© 
of a well-know fan, you^choice of fan, §145© Notes For articles 
tearing into the personal habits of Dean Grennoll, 0500 and 
the premium on & life-insurance policy to cover my death by 
shooting^ of up to §109000o

For articles on old comic books, my choice of comic booke 
§50$ your choic® of comic book, §175 J if I must actually lik®, 
the comic book, §1150. _

For articles Ln which I agree with Dick Lupoff, Bob Leman 
or Richard Bergeron, §1500© 
— For a charge of only §25 each, I will say something funny 
about John W. Campbell, ANALOG^ASTQUFDING, Psionlcs, Dianetics, 
the Heironymous Machine, the Dean Drive, Horace Gold, GALAXY? 
Galaxy art. The Shaver Mysteries# The Fan Trophies^ or the N5F$ 
in any of the above articles®

For the low price of only §75, I8H crib gags from Willis, 
Be^ry, Carra and Bennett Cerf for the abovementioned article®©

For only §55, I’ll load the thing with Burba® quotes© How
ever, I’ll charge §10,000 if I have to use th® line. That s Not 
Too Many©* §10;000© That’s Not Too Many©

Specials For articles tearing into the personal habits ox 
Dean Grennell because he doesn61 like old comic books or doesn 
agree with Lupoff, Leman or Bergeron, w/plenty gags cribbed in 
all above manners and including a usage of That's Not Too Many$ 
etc©, §15,000© But do hurry th® supply is limited©

For humorous stfsy stories, §l<>00 a word© For straight sr, 
§2000 for the first thousand words, §500 for each additional fif® 
tyo Minimum of 2000 words©

For humorous f&aan fiction, §50. For humorous faaan fic
tion on the John Berry line, §150.

For serious faaan fiction, I charge by the type-> With old 
fan & tired. showing the sadness of gafla(guaranteed to j.eav® 
tears in your readers eyes), §858 showing his Inability to cope 
With Life, §125? showing his disillusionment of fandom, §758 
showing him finding millions in the pages of old fanzines. 
§800? having the money turn out to b© confederate moneye §1000© 
For stories about neofan’s who are Immediately BNF'S, the 
charge is §12,000 per page© For stories about extremely ac-^ 
tlve fans giving up fandom in disgust, §73(this, you will note, 
is quite close to Old Fan,showing his disillusionment of fan« 
dom, but slightly under-played; hence, the reduction in rate); 
For stories about fans who are Burnt Out9 also guarenteed to 
give a good pull at the heart-strings, §115© Stories about fan
dom as we ’mow it coming, to an end cost only §25-•-a word© 
Stories in which your name is mentioned prominently, showing 
you to be a Fine Fellow, §500© Stories In which you & your 
group of personal friends are shown to be fine fellows9 the 
biggest BVTT?’s fin fandom, the guiding lights, etc., 035?000.
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Stories in which you and/or your friends ar® mentioned, out 
where how I show you is a matter of ray personal cholcee $75<>

For stfsy poemsg predominantly mentioning the Starts and 
Man’s Soul(if ’Eternal8 soul, price is increased by $25) P real
ly not very goode actually pretty fair® $39o95^ good, $50*

For fannlsh poems® rather humorous® $25? for serious fan- 
nish poems. $35? for fannlsh poems translated from mundane po
etry (archy® Gilbert & Sullivan® etc*), $19«50 while the supply 
lasts*

As an added attraction® on faaan-flotion; for only $75 each 
I will throw in a sexy femme-fan® or a drunken BNFe or include a 
lurid scene from a fannlsh orgy® io® contentions

I am waiting with expectant expectation for your orders*

This is about the messed-uppedest (If I may be permitted 
the New Word for the occaseion) issue of FRA I have ever had the 
fun to put out* I want it fully understood that any and all de
fects in this issue are All My Fault* This includes such things 
&a losing the title page to Chick Derry5s bit (so for your in- 
formation® the whole title was® Hindsight On 2$ SO
Atomic Age Via Tricycles Being Reflections On Things Learned/8 
to the deterioration" of certain master-sets? and all that falls 
between* This issue isn’t even ostentaclously colorful, like it 
said on the cover, except, perhaps® on the cover? and this la be
cause I lost all of my color units before I got around to put
ting everything on masters Ah weel® ah weel* You have my ap— 
■oologies.'my sympathye my fanzine*

—rioh brown, 1962

A LATE LETTER FROM HARRY WARNER JR THAT WOULDN’T FIT THE LETTERCOL 
unfortunately won’t be printed here® either, because
I just discovered that I can’t find it® Typical rich 

brown inefficiency*
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"For I have loved this earth. 
Its rocks and its grasses and 

its flesh,,..
I have stood solid on its chid hills, 

a silhouette against the daw,
I have made a black shadow at noon,
And I have held wonderful women in mine 

gams under the passionate stars —
And still I thirst, I thirst, I thirst 

for "ifel"
—don marquis


